
 



 

Food is to the body what leads are to real estate agents. It is the lifeline of real estate 

businesses. This is why 60% of agents search for leads daily. However, it is difficult to generate 

leads.  But thanks to technology, real estate marketing is becoming easier. Even clients expect 

real estate agents to use online marketing tactics for their businesses. A study revealed that 

19% of sellers showed that they wished their realtor used more online marketing tactics.  

But the question is:  

What online marketing tactics can you use to generate leads? 

It is simple:  Facebook ads. 

Facebook ads are a cheap and fast way to generate more customers for your business. 

However, if you want to generate targeted leads, you need proven and high-converting 

templates you can copy. 

In this article, you will learn about the 7 high-converting templates for real estate Facebook 

Ads. 

Let's get started. 

Before we dive into the real deal, let’s check out the elements that make up high-converting 

Facebook ads. 

Three basic elements of a high converting ads 
There are three elements your Facebook ads must possess if you want to create a high 

converting ad. They are: 

1. The ad 

The Facebook ad is made of three parts: The campaign, ad set and the Ad itself. The first part is 

the campaign where you specify the ads you want to run (shown below). The ad set level is 

where you determine who sees your ad and who doesn't, the budget, the ad duration, and the 

ad placement. 

2. The lead magnet 

The second element you need in your Facebook Ad is your lead magnet. A lead magnet is a 

resource you give away for free to get users to give you their emails. Examples are a list of 

off-market homes for sales, a list of upcoming open houses, foreclosures, single-story homes, 

poor homes, etc. It can also be a guide on a neighborhood. It must be a resource of high quality 

that can help your audience solve a problem. 

3. The landing page 

A landing page is a page you design for users to land when they click on your ad. It contains an 

opt-in form where people can subscribe. This is also where you get users’ email. 
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Below are three different Facebook ads you can use for your real estate business. 

High converting Facebook Ad Types for real estate 
There are different ad types on Facebook, but if you are a real estate agent, you need to know 

the ads that will work for your business. Below are three types of ads you should create for 

your real estate business. 

1. Engagement Ads 

Engagement ads are shown to Facebook users who have the tendency to engage with ads. 

These are users who click on like, comment or share posts. The ad is optimized for likes, 

comment, and share so it is great for building your brand. They are suitable for advertising your 

real estate post on local events or community news. 

2. Traffic Ads 

Traffic ads are shown to people that are likely to click on your ads. They are optimized for clicks 

so it is great to use them to drive traffic to a landing page where people can opt in to become a 

lead. They are great for lead generation purposes. 

3. Retargeting ads 

Retargeting ads are shown to users who already know your real estate business. They have read 

your posts and they like and trust your business. The retargeting ads are optimized for people 

who are already familiar with your business. Use them when you want to get more leads and 

referrals from your database or you want your audience to keep you at the top of their minds. 

Now that you know the ad types you can create on Facebook and the components of a 

converting ad, it is time to see the 7 real estate Facebook ad templates you can use as an 

inspiration to design your real estate ads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

7 High-Converting Templates for Real Estate Facebook Ads 
1. Real Estate Facebook Ad template from W Real Estate 

The first high-converting Facebook Ad template is from the W Real Estate. The real estate 

company created a Facebook ad on Foreclosure homes in the Ukiah area.  

People are looking for good deals, and the one presented in the ad below is great. The ad is 

well-structured with the ad description showing what people will get when they click on the ad. 

The call to action is cool and direct, telling people what they need to do to assess the 

information advertised. 

See the template below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2. Real Estate Facebook Ad template from Northern Atlanta Real Estate 

The second real estate Facebook ads worth emulating is from the Northern Atlanta Real Estate. 

It is an ad on single-story properties put up for sale in the Canton/Woodstock area. The 

company compiled a list of customers they have worked with in the past year. The list includes 

the income, age, and property features. They used it as a lead magnet to get people to 

subscribe to their email list.  

 

 

 

It is a great ad because it is direct and straight to the point. The users know what they will get 

by clicking on the link. 

 

 

 

 



 

3. Real Estate Facebook Ad template from Zephyr Real estate 

The Zephyr real estate Facebook ad shown below is an ad on listing details. It shows a clear 

photo of the home being advertised and a call to action for users to check out the property. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4. Real Estate Facebook video ad template from Windermere Real Estate 

 

Using video ads on Facebook is cost-effective. In fact, video ads cost per view is around $0.01, 

which is very cheap. Videos are also a great way to get brand exposures. A study revealed that 

73% of homeowners say they are more likely to list with a real estate agent who uses video to 

sell properties.  

A good template of a Facebook video ad is the one from Windermere Real Estate. They created 

a video ad to educate people about their services. They employed humor to get the attention of 

their audience. The ad helps to build brand awareness. 
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5. Real Estate Facebook Ad template from Holley Real Estate 

Apart from using video ads, if you have access to a drone, you can use drone footage to show 

properties and their surrounding neighborhood. Real estate is expected to account for more 

than 20% of all drone use by 2020. Yet, more than 55% of real estate agents are not using 

drones, with around 22% of agents reporting their agents do use drones. 

This is what Holley Real Estate did. They used drone footage to advertise a just listed property - 

a 4 bedroom home in Northview. 

 

 

The Facebook ad brought both the buyer and the seller to the listing. 
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6. Real estate Facebook ad template from Zillow Premier Agent 

The Zillow Premier Agent created a real estate Facebook ads to promote their free lead magnet 

with an enticing call to action - "Download our FREE guide to learn more". Check it out below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

7. Real estate Facebook ad template from HomeUnion 

The last real estate Facebook ad template on our list is from HomeUnion. They use a negative 

headline to make the ad go viral - "Be an investor, not a landlord". In a world where everyone is 

looking forward to becoming a landlord, that advice is upside down. They made being an 

investor sounds better than owning a house. 

 

 



 

Congratulations! You have the 7 high converting templates to use for your Facebook ads. It is 
time to ensure that you quickly contact the leads as they sign up. There are two ways to do it. 

One, download the CSV file directly to upload it in your CRM. This will take a lot of time as you 

have to do it all day and every day. Not to worry, there is a way out. 

Leadsbridge Facebook lead ads sync to the rescue! 

This tool helps you to connect your leads Ads campaign to your CRM so you can import the lead 
into your CRM immediately they sign up to your offer. With this, you can send them an email to 

warm them up. This tool removes the stress of having to download your leads every day. 

Conclusion 
Above are 7 high-converting Facebook ads template you can copy to create your real estate 

agent Facebook ad. Remember you need to sync your Facebook leads with your CRM for 

effective marketing and advertising efforts. 
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